2018 Excellence in Construction Awards Submission
ABC - Carolinas Chapter
Company Name:

Donley’s Concrete Group

Project Name:

The Dillon

Entry Category:
			

Specialty/Subcontractor,
Division 3 (Concrete), Over $10 Million

SECTION 1:
CONTRACTED SCOPE

The Dillon
DELIVERY METHOD
Design-Bid-Build

TYPE OF CONSTRUCTION
Freestanding commercial parking /
multifamily and office space

SIZE OF PROJECT
620,000 sq. ft.

CONTRACT VALUE
$18.8 million

LENGTH OF PROJECT
14 Months

SELF-PERFORMED LABOR
80%

Photo Credit - flyboync.com

SCOPE OF WORK
▪▪ All layout and field engineering for the entire concrete
package

▪▪ Form elevated parking level decks

▪▪ Excavate Foundations

▪▪ Place concrete at all decks

▪▪ Install reinforcing

▪▪ Install all cure methods, including concrete sealers

▪▪ Place concrete in foundations

▪▪ Strip all formwork, stock pile and load out

▪▪ Construct formwork for retaining walls, shear walls, and
elevator and stair cores

▪▪ Complete architectural punch list

▪▪ Install post tensioned cables and misc. reinforcing

▪▪ Install reinforcing for these elements

▪▪ Close out the concrete work and our scope package,
including submission of as-builts and warranties.

▪▪ Pump place all concrete for walls and cores

▪▪ Demobilize the site

▪▪ Install stone base, grade, form and place concrete for the
1st level slab on grade
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SECTION 2:
PROJECT NARRATIVE

The Dillon
INTRODUCTION
The Dillon Project would have been a very challenging project for any
concrete contractor. Through rigorous pre-planning, scheduling and a
lean concrete construction approach Donley’s Concrete Group stepped
up to the challenge and succeed. The project consisted of 29,516 cubic
yards of concrete, 2,700 tons of reinforcing steel, 475,000 lbs of post
tensioned cable, 620,000 square feet of finished area, 3,300 concrete
deliveries all in a 14-month schedule.

QUALITY CONTROL
The Dillon Project was created by a Duda -Paine Architectural design
and Stewart Engineered structure with very strenuous specification
requirements. These requirements required very specific quality control measures from start to finish to produce the desired
finished product. To maintain quality, we incorporated a separate QA/ QC person for the site full time.
The specifications required that Donley’s to maintain specific strength requirements while keeping the concrete workable
enough to create the finish requirements of the structure. This QAQC person worked hand-in-hand with the testing agency to
make sure they were performing the air content, slump and strength test correctly and adhering to the specifications.
One of our biggest challenges was deck reinforcement and post
tensioned cables. Our QA/QC manager would have the rebar shop
drawings in plan grid on their iPad. He daily would highlight the
reinforcing bars and post tensioned cables every day that were installed
and checked. It was used as a daily check-off tool. He would then send
this information out to our team as well as the construction manager and
testing agency. The plan grid check-off gave the team a visual picture of
work in place and became a document certification that we inspected to
check that work and items were installed correctly.
Another responsibility of the QA/QC manager was to work with the reinforcing subcontractor and double check their installation
daily. This prevented the testing agency from finding discrepancies later which would have made the adjustments much harder.
Utilizing this approach was instrumental in keeping our field forces and the project on schedule and helped prevent any large rework issues. On a project of this size, Donley’s had very little re-work or concrete repairs.
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SECTION 2:
PROJECT NARRATIVE

The Dillon
The quality control process was integrated into our foreman’s planners. For the Dillon project, Donley’s had an 80-person work
force. We completed daily morning planning huddles with the foremen, going over the plan for the day with each crew, this
included safety and production tracking. During these morning huddles Donley’s Supervision made sure all crew leaders had
reviewed the details related to the activity for the day and that everything was correct, this included a pre-pour check list which
was also completed before every placement.
These very specific quality control measures mentioned above ensured quality control start to finish to produce the desired
finished product for The Dillon.

SCHEDULING
The Dillon schedule was a very demanding, with many different trades overlapping each other. Donley’s work started below
grade with the foundations in the summer 2016 and quickly transitioned into the main structure, going through the winter
months into the fall of 2017. Donley’s Concrete Group’s daily planning and first run study reviews became the key to the safety,
scheduling and success of this project.
One of the tools Donley’s incorporated to help maintain an hour-by-hour schedule was our maturity meter testing for in place
concrete strength. This type of concrete strength monitoring can create an exact time line as to when we could remove the
formwork and shores saving valuable time on our schedule. The maturity testing eliminated the need to wait for conventional
concrete cylinders to be broken for strength. During the construction of The Dillon, Donley’s Concrete Group formed and placed
29,500 cubic yards of concrete on the project in 14 months, and our craft worked a total of 132,000 man hours on this project.
Another great tool we utilized were visual planning tools, which created a picture of the tasks for the day at hand. Much of our
team are Hispanic and Spanish speaking so this method bridged a critical communication gap. We would utilize the structural
drawings daily and weekly and shade the areas to be completed. This included structural columns, decking, shear walls, cores,
and stripping that needed to be done that day or
week. This method painted a descriptive visual
picture of the task at hand and the best safe
practice to get the job done. This method along
with the others mentioned above helped maintain
production.

CONCLUSION
Quality control helped to address the aggressive
schedule. Without the high level of quality control
implemented on this project, the deadline could
have been missed. Through the rigorous quality
control and schedule management, The Dillon
Project was completed several weeks early.
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SECTION 3:
DIFFICULTY OF PROJECT

The Dillon
The Dillon had its fair share of challenges. From the
design to the location, special care needed to be taken to
ensure that we succeeded at creating the desired finished
product for the owner Kane Realty Corporation. Through
rigorous pre-planning, scheduling and a lean concrete
construction approach Donley’s Concrete Group
took the challenges head-on.
One of the most obvious challenges our team
encountered was working on this massive structure
within a busy Raleigh downtown area. The overall
logistics of the site, schedules, deliveries and safety
became paramount with vehicles and pedestrians
constantly moving around the construction site in
close proximity to our related work. Our solution to
working in the downtown area was to implement
night concrete pours. A large majority of the
concrete that was placed on the structure was
placed at night or early morning. With concrete
pours between 500 to 600 cubic yards per placement and
taking 8 hours to place, the night time concrete pours were
made to lower congestion on in the area and reduce traffic
risks and overall public.
Stewart Engineering, engineer of record for the project,
created a very challenging structural concrete project. The
structure involved deck reinforcement and post tensioned
cables with strenuous specification requirements,
another challenge faced during construction. The overall
post tensioned design by Stewart Engineering required
very specific quality control measures start to finish to
produce the desired finished product for The Dillon and
Kane Realty Corporation. This was countered through our
painstaking quality control measures. Every detail was
meticulously recorded once completed and sent out to the
project team. Through record keeping and collaboration
these requirements were able to be met.
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SECTION 3:
DIFFICULTY OF PROJECT

The Dillon
The scheduling of this project encompasses all the above
challenges. These challenges needed to be resolved and
completed to proceed with other aspects of construction.
Here are a few reasons that The Dillon Project called for
fastidious scheduling:
▪ trades overlapping
▪ sheer size of the project
▪ staying on track with large crew with a language barrier
These elements require quality control and care through
scheduling and collaboration with communication. The
visual planning tools we utilized during construction,
helped to bridge the language barrier to keep the large
team on track and on the same page.
We also used our maturity meter testing for in place
concrete strength. During the construction of The Dillon,
Donley’s Concrete Group formed and placed 29,500 cubic
yards of concrete on the project in 14 months, and our
craft worked a total of 132,000-man hours on this project,
shaving time off construction.
With the many challenges faced in the beginning, Donley's
utilized scheduling tools to manage the team and complete
construction. This enabled the Donley's team finish the job
several weeks ahead of schedule.
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SECTION 4:
QUALITY OF FINISHED PROJECT

The Dillon

Photo Credit - Kane Reality Corporation

Finished product for The Dillon met or
exceeded plans and specifications and
will stand as an iconic structure in the
downtown Raleigh area . The underside
of the concrete decking was a class A
finish, tolerance not to exceed 1/8 of
an inch. The top side concrete parking
deck was a medium broom finish with
a sloped floor tolerance on the parking
structure that had to exceed plus or
minus a ¼ inch per foot.
The office tower and multifamily area
concrete met or exceeded plans and
specifications also. The overall finish
of the structure was excellent and
accepted and approved by the CM,
Stewart Engineering, the Architect and
Kane Realty Corporation the owner
and completed several weeks ahead of
schedule.
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